Flattening filter-free (FFF) beams produce higher dose rates. Combined with compensator-based intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) techniques, the dose delivery for each beam can be much shorter compared to the flattened beam MLC-based or flat- 
| INTRODUCTION
Historically, raw x-ray beams produced at the accelerator target were modified by an interceding flattening filter, rendering crossbeam profiles which were fairly flat over the clinically applicable range of depths. This was done primarily for the ease of manual/ forward treatment planning. However, with the advent of inverse planning techniques, the radiation beams are no longer required to be flat, and accelerators with flattening filter-free (FFF) beams became available. The major advantage of the FFF beams is higher dose rates, leading to potentially shorter delivery times. 1, 2 Because of the absence of the dominant component responsible for scatter
-the flattening filter -peripheral doses are usually lower with FFF beams. 2, 3 Compensator-based intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) has been applied clinically with accelerators that are not equipped with multi-leaf collimators (MLC). 4 The intensity modulation is accomplished by a compensator of varying thicknesses, usually made of brass using a computerized milling machine. The intensity modulation resolution in compensator-based IMRT plans is the same as it is in 
Compensator simulation setup. The collimator jaws setting was a square field of 10 9 10 cm 2 at a distance to the source of 100 cm.
Water phantom was simulated using DOSXYZnrc for dose distribution calculations. 3 | RESULTS Figure 2 shows the simulated dose distributions of (1) Because flat brass slabs were used, the mean energies in the FFF configuration were essentially flat across the field, while the mean energy of the 6 MV flattened beam, as expected, was higher at the central axis.
The beam hardening effect can also be seen in Fig. 6(b) , which shows the normalized spectra comparison among the various beams from Fig. 6(a) . The spectra were normalized so that the area under each curve (i.e., the total fluence) was the same, set at 100%. After 
| DISCUSSION
The main advantage of the compensator-based IMRT using FFF beams would be the shorter per-beam delivery time, enabling the voluntary breath-holding motion management technique feasible for a larger subset of patients. 21 The volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) usually takes a shorter overall treatment time, 22 (Fig. 6 ). Because of this energy difference, the 0.5 cm brass in the compensator-based IMRT made the superficial dose slightly lower than the FFF MLC-based IMRT (Fig. 3) . With a 2 cm brass slab, the mean energy of the 6FFF beam was still lower than that of the flattened beam (Fig. 6 ). The thickness of material in an area of a clinical compensator projecting on the target is expected to be by far not thick enough to harden the beam to match the flattened beam. Thus, in practice, when a FFF beam with a compensator is used for IMRT, the superficial dose in the treatment area may be higher than when using flattened beam with MLC, and slightly lower than that using FFF beam with MLC.
Based on the simulation results in this study, the peripheral dose was similar between the FFF and flattened beams in MLC-based IMRT.
When combining the FFF beam with a compensator, the slightly higher peripheral dose is attributed to scatter coming from the compensator.
Only the peripheral dose near the field edge (~3 cm out of field) was analyzed in this study. The difference in those peripheral doses is mostly due to scatter. Based on the analysis in this study, the peripheral dose difference between the MLC-based FFF and flattened beams was not significant due to similar scattered components, while the compensator-based IMRT showed higher peripheral dose due to additional scatter from the compensator. Peripheral dose farther away from the field edge is dominated by accelerator head leakage and was not studied. Generally such dose is simply proportional to the total monitor units.
Clinical cases vary in structure size and shape, and the cone- 
